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Summer term yanked from budget.qu.icksand
Francis J. Allman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

Yes, Virginia, there is a summer semester this year - sort of.
"We are going to offer as many classes
as we can," said Dr. Richard Astr o, provost and vice president of Academic Affairs. ''We are planning for sum111er A
right now; We know we are going to ofter

some classes, but we can't plan for summer B at this time."
A recent rumor said the legislature
has provided UCF with an additional $1
million for summer classes.
'That's not true," Astro said. 'The cut was
al:xmt one million less that we feared, but no
one has given us any additional funds."
"The original [budget] shortfall state-

wide was $622 million," said Dr. John
Bolte, vice president (or Administration
and Finance. "Our share of that cut was
$3.8 million. We knew there was a shortfall, and we were able to keep enough to
cover it in reserve.,,
On Feb. 3, the Revenue Estimating
Conference will be held in Tallahassee,
after which the university will have a

better idea where it stands financially.
"Ifthere is less of a shortfall, we're in
better shape," Bolte said, ''but if it is
more, the reserve won't cover it."
According to Bolte, the conference
will be comprised of representatives
from the legislature arid the governor's
SUMMER continued page 4

hnagine a pollution~free world
Yoko Ono donates $600 to environmental awareness program
Catrina E. Jones
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

MONKEY BUSINESS
•

Dionido Andrade, a senior majoring in humanities, reads
with "a different perspective" of UCF. {Michael 0eHoog1FuTuREJ

Yoko Ono gave a $600 grant to the Florida
Solar Energy Center in support ofits Sunlight
Insights creative writing competition for Brevard
County high-school students.
The competition, which focuses on the
.environmental problems caused by energy use, is coordinated by UCF pre-med
student Phil Fairey. The goal of the competition is to stimulate students to think
both analytically and creatively about
environmental problems related to energy
use and to encourage creative communication
for solutions to those problems.
Fairey led the first Sunlight Insights
co mpetition last year with the support
from a state environmental education
program. Student and teacher support
encouraged Fairey to continue the program this year.
- Unavailability of state funds sent Fairey to
what he felt a logical avenue for support: the
·John Lennon Foundation.
"Yoko Ono and John Lennon both recognized that apply1ng creativity and imagination to universal problems can change how
society deals with those problems," Fairey
said. "Since that's also the goal of the Sunlight Insights competition, I thought Ms. Ono
might be interested."
Two weeks after sending his proposal to Ono,
the center received a check from her for $600.
The check covered the amount needed to pro-

Yoko Ono supports energy convservation
through CreatiV8 Writing. (Courtesy/Nishi F. Saimaru) ·
mote the competition, provide small cash
prizes to the winning students and publish
small literary journal presenting the contestants entries.
"We've invited Ms. Ono to present the
awards to the students during FSEC's open
house on April 26," Fairey said. "1 don'
know if she'll be able to attend, but we've le
her know how much we ..appreciate the interest she's already shown."
TheWeyerhaeuser Corporation also sup po rte
the the competition, donating $15,000. The
Weyerhaeuser grant wilJ be used to purchase
equipment for research and training for ener
use in buildings.
FSEC is Florida's energy research institute,
part of the State University System and is administered by UCF.
·
1

New senate pro tem wants to better communication
Sandra Pedlclni
STAFF REPORTER

•

SG senators Thursday voted
for Chris Riebold to replace Don
Langley as senate pro tern.
Riebold, who _ran against
Victoria DelCastillo and John
Shadgett, told senators that
he wants to help ease miscommunication and apathy within
the senate.
"Right now, the most communication we have within the
senate and within the two
branches is through mem~s,

through bills," he said.
Riebold said that he wants to
set up informal meetings to help
senators communicate
with the executive
branch better . He also
wants to assign bills to
the less active senators.
'We have eight to 10
people in the senate
who do eve:rything. We
have to start spreading bills out,
lettingmore people get invalved in
the conversation."
Urging senators to vote for

Riebold, SG senator Ana Bugdadi
said, ''I find that he is very, very
approachable. People listen to him
when he is tryffigto say
something."
Riebold, a 22year -old junjor m ajoring in a ccountin g,
has been a senator
fo r the past year.
Last semester he
served as chairm an of the organization, appropriation an d -fin ance committ ee.
In other SGnews, the senate

rejected Student Body President
Jason DiBona's appointment of
Kim Atwood as chief election
commissioner. Several senators
spoke against Atwood.because
they had doubts about her profes sionalism when she served
as election commissioner for last
year's senate elections.
The senate also granted $1,000
to the UCF Chapter of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers for the organization to
compete in the IEEE Hardware
Design Competition in April.
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Chris Riebold hopes to build
SG Senate. (John Rivera/FUTURE)
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Panasonic KX-P 1123
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dot-matrix printer
6' parallel printer cable
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CTX Non-lntBllacsd .28 dot pitch SupBI VGA Monitor
1024X768, BOOX600 and 640X480 unlimitsd colors
.28 dot pitch Non-lntBllacsd at 1024 X 768
14• Non Glare Screen Infinite number al colors
. Ergonomic Till/Swivel bass
·AuloJBnsing 110X220 power supply
Compatible with IBM VGA and 8514-A standards
Screen controls accessible tram front panel
MlctoLabs ULTIMATE VGA video board with 1MB RAM
IBM VGA Graphics - all 17 modes, 262, 144 co/011
1011% Register and BIOS compatible with VGA,
EGA, CSA, MDA and Hercules standards.
1024 X 768 resolution In 256 ca/a11
Faster than IBM VGA In all modes.
Tseng Labs 4000 chip set
Optional EDSUN chip to 768,000 colors
SoftwatB dr/VBJS tar, Windows 3.0,
AutoCAD/AutoShads, WordP1rfst:I, Latus 123, and many oth111.
PlllUORI# KX-P1123 24..Pln L1tta1 Qu1//tyhlntlr
Ttu1 Llt111 Qu1/lty output, EZ SET op1n1JJ1 p1n1/
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Clip this coupon anp present it to the UCF
Computer Store pnor to February 15, 1992, ~
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Computer, Printer, Sottwar~Packageabove,
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Saturn promotes teamwork with $1,000 give away
Kim Rogers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

I~

If winning money sounds
good, the Saturn Automobile
Company is offering the opportunity to do just that.
They will be giving away
two$750grantsandone$1,000
award this spring.
Saturn will be on campus Feb.
25-26 to award the Saturn-OnSite awards. Two $750grants will
be given away by a faculty advisor
in drawings, held on the -Green
each day at 3 p.m. All UCF students are eligible and need only to
enter the drawing for a chance to
win. Saturn will also be exhibiting

some of their cars to prove that
''teamwork has its own rewards."
AccordingtoDonaldW.Hudler,
Saturn vice president of sales, service and marketing, "Saturn has
found thatteamworkand the spirit
of cooperation has been the key of
our success in the marketplace."
Therefore, Saturn is rewarding a
studentteamfortheiroutstanding
accomplishments.
'We are able to honor the outstanding achievements ofthe students and at the same time transfer some of our fundamental philosophies, like teamwork, to them,"
Hudler said.
The Saturn Award is a $1,000

award intended to encourage
and recognize the importance of
teamwork. It is presented to a
team of three or more who have
been working on a project for at
least one year prior to the application due date. In this case,
projects must have been started
by March 6, 1991. The winner of
this award will then become eligible to win the 1992 National
Saturn Award of $5,000, to be
awarded in June. Saturn will
paytheexpenseofsendingteam
members to accept this award.
' The winning team will be
selected by a campus committee
consisting of three to five ap-

pointees from various campus
organizations and the student
body. Each committee member
will individually complete a scoring sheet on each project submitted. The projects will be
judged on the following criteria:
team initiative and enterprise,
enhancement of campus/community environment, achievement of goals through cooperative effort and the recognition of
individual contributions to the
group.
Pi Sigma Epsilon won the UCF
SaturnAwardlastyear. The Delta
Delta chapter worked with the
Coalition for the Homeless ofCen-

Police deparbnent
honors top workers

Special art prograin

focuses on youth

•

•

I)

.:.

tral Florida, raised more than
$3,000 and built a playground for
a homeless shelter. San Diego
State University's team won the
1991 national competition byprovidingmore than 200 elementary
students with tutors and friends.
Someotherwinningteam projects
were teams that painted homes
for the elderly and disabled, designedasolar-poweredvehicleand
established links with student organizations in Eastern Europe to
promote democracy.
The Campus Activity Boar ·
is in charge of the Saturn
Awards. Awards coordinator
Muffi Bootwala encourages ev-

Mary Grant

Biii Cushing

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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The upcoming Very Special Arts Workshop
and Festival promises to offer exciting arts
projects for instructors and their students.
Parents and teachers of children aged three to
five can participate in the workshop being held
from 8:30 am. to 3 p.m. in the UCF Education
_Building Lobby on Feb. 15. Participants have the
opportunity to getin touch with outstanding teachers in the arts.
Workshop sessions will be presented by UCF
faculty members Art Cross, Lee Cross, Kathy
McGhee, Debbie Mitchell and Mary Palmer.
The goal of this program is to encourage
teachers and students who are. parents to get
involved. The workshop will allow students to
develop teaching skills and teachers the chance
to update or improve their strategies for using
the arts with young children.
According to workshop promoters, teachers
and parents will learn why the arts are important for young children and how to provide them
with arts experience.
Parents and teachers will receive materials
and strategies for using the arts with young
children, learn how to develop plans for using
the arts, and gain preference in registering
children for the Very Special Arts Festival at
the UCF Arena.
Workshop classes will include such activities
as singing, using puppets, working with clay,
paint and chalk and dancing (creative mov9ment). The workshop will also give an overview
of characteristics of children and how art can
help them reach their potential. The program
strongly encourages parents to be in touch with
community arts.
The festival follows the workshop on April
30, from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The children
can participate in arts activities at stations
called "arts stops," which will be set up all
around the A~ena. Performers and artists
will also be present so children can see art
in motion.
Very Special Arts coordinator Dr. Mary
Palmer said she thinks that this festival is
important because "teachers, parents and
children need many opportunities to experience the arts and work together."
The workshop and festival are offered by
UCF in cooperation with y ery Special Arts
Florida and the Florida Diagnostic and Learning Resources Systems.

WATER SNATCHERS
UCF grounds crew Kenneth Berry and Edward Chavers
clean out the reflecting pond Thursday. (Michael 0eHoog1FuruREJ

After an inspection of on-duty UCF police officers by a contingent of universi ty
officials, officer Hugh Carpenter and receptionist Helga Alvarado were named as
recipients of the sixth annual Don Lee
awards as officer and employee of the year .
Started in 1985 by Lee, t h en interimdirector of UCF's police departme nt, the
awards are given based on nomination s.
The plaques were aw·a rded by Lee himself, who also acted as director of the
university's Physical Plant while at U CF .
"You're getting to be old hat," he joked
as he presented Carpenter his second
award as Officer of the Year. An officer
since 1983, Carpenter graduated from the
Seminole Community College Law Enforcement Academy and was then sworn in as
an officer.
,
Alvarado, a native of Ecuador, has lived in
Orlando since 1988. She has been a receptionist for the UCF Police Department since May
1989.
In addition to the plaques given, Richard
Turkiewicz, director of UCF police, gave
Carpenter's wife Kim flowers, noting that,
''These officers work three shifts, weekends
and holidays as you know, and that makes
their [family] life a little different."
Besides other police employees and officers, the award ceremony was attend ed
by Dr. Richard Astro, UCF provost, and
Dr. John Bolte, vice president.of Administration and Finance.

NewsB~
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Astro explained what at first
glance looks like only a fraction of
FROM PAGE 1
the budget being cut, actually
office, along with economists.
amounts to a much larger sum.
'They will look at the tax rev"what you have to realize is
enue collected for the last six that 80 percent of our budget is
months and see what the shortfall committed to fixed expenditures,"
situation is," he said.
Astro said. 'That leaves only 20
If the shortfall is less than percentthatisflexible. Ifourbudoriginally projected, there will get is cut 5 percent, it's really like
be some additional money for 25percent,"sinceonlytheflexible
portion of the budget can be cut.
the summer t erms.
"The summ·e r session is
"We won't know for sure how
where we will immediately hen- much money we'll have for sumefit," Astro-said. "I don't want to mer Auntilaftertheconferenceon
give anybody the impression · Feb. 3, and we11 have to wait for
that things are not as bad as the end of the Oegislative] session
they seem, though. I have been to see if there is any money for
inhigher educationfor 25years, summer B,"Astro said. "We are
and this is the worst financial goingtoputasmuchmoneyinthe
summer as we can."
dilemma I've ever seen."
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Cultural
Explosion
Musie, Art, Da11ee refteeti11g
the Afriean-Atneriean eulture

FEATURES·:

• Ruth King
• Afriean Danee Demo

e
.

• 1 supervises a staff of student editors •

Feb.5
SC Green

• : and Wiiters . Responsible for all •
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the local scene

Orlando snares national trends Of adventure
by Chuck Saar

)

i)

Aerial Adventures is a
broad-based Orlando small
business that is taking offmore
every day.
They are a clearinghouse for
balloon and blimp rides as well
as bungee jumping, operating
'\from a variety of locations
throughout the Central Florida
area.
Offering everything from
mind altering jumps from a
200-foot high platform where
the jumpers have up to 150
feet of springy bungee cord
fastened to their ankles and,
with hope, the platform, to
champagne evening cruises
aboard the Virgin Lightship,
Aerial Adventures is becoming known for the exciting and
the exotic.
Operating out of an older
building on Edgewater Drive,
Balloons by Terry is the first
facet of Aerial Adventures.
First specializing in small helium balloons for gifts arid decorations, the business expanded
to include hot air balloon rides.
A Balloons by Terry balloon
ride costs $125 and usually
begins at sunrise, when the
wind is calmest. Launches take
place all over the Central
Florida area, depending on the
winds in the upper atmosphere
on a particular day.
At the landing site, the ground
crew will greet those aboard with
a wine and cheese brunch, giving
all ofthose who took part a chance
to share .the experiences of their
hour long trip.

Colonel Joe Kittenger is in
charge of Rosie O'Grady's FlyingCircus Champagne Balloon
Flights. Kittenger was the first
man to complete a solo Transatlantic Balloon flight in 1984.
This operation offers the flight
crew member a more .luxurious outing, including coffee and
juice before the flight, a champagne brunch at Lily Marlene's
restaurant afterward, souvenirs and a free pass to Church
Street Station. Of course, this
adventure costs a bit more,
$150.
.
Also an hour long, Champagne Balloon Flights usually
leave at sunrise at iocations
chosen shortly before hand,
due to weather conditions.
You can soar above Central
Florida in Richard Branson's
Virgin Lightship on a variety
of flight plans. Branson is the Aerial Adventures, a ticketing agent for Virgin Lightship, brings an unique form of
owner of Virgin Airways, as thrill-seeking and romance into the Central Florida area. ccourtesy ot virgin Lightship)
well as Virgin Records. Aerial
Adventures serves as a ticket- considering the price. The two ticket to ride aboard a blimp. least on any given day. It
ing agent for ' th~ Virgin passengers can sip bubbly and The Sea World blimp is also costs $75 to go up to the 200
Lightship. It is a dirigible that savor hor d'oetivres as they sail moored at the Kissimmee foot height, and $55 to jump
moors at the Kissimmee Air- quietly into the skies.
Airport.
from the 150 foot level.
port and sometimes at a site
Other daytime trips include
Last, but as far from least
Once you get in the crane,
near Universal Studios. The the "Premier Tour," which is a as one could get, is Aerial Ad- there are no refunds, whether
cabin holds the captain and half hour trip for $7 5 and the ventures Go Bungee, Inc. The you jump or not, so you'd betfour passengers, although hour-long''World Tour,"which platform is behind Wet 'N' Wild ter be sure th.ls is really what
near International Drive. A you want to do.
sometimes only two passen- is $150.
From quiet balloon rides
gers, when the lightship is
The reason for what seems free fall from a 20 story height
chartered for a "Champagne to be extravagaht pricing is is possibly one of life's ulti- that will awe your senses and
Evening Cruise." This tour that a large ground crew is mate rushes, especially when calm your spirit to elegant
seems to be for lovers, who needed to launch and moor the the bungee cord is stretched to blimp rides to wild, tear-outhave $185 each to spend for craft and airport fees and the·max and gets ready to snap your-hair bungee jumping,
rather high insurance premi- you back. I have heard it is Aerial Adventures provides
the hour-long flight.
This would seem to be the ulti- ums. The Kissfmmee Airport seriously invigorating, but some very real highs, and could
mate romantic experience, or is the only place in the world not something you would almost become addictive, if it
one would expect it to be so, where to buy a passenger want to do repeatedly, at weren't for those prices.

Go Bungee
(407) 841-UPUP

Wed. - Fri. 10 a.m. -10 p.m.
Sat. and Sun. 12 p.m.-10 p.m.

Virgin Lightships

Balloons by Turry

. (407) 841-UPUP
Daily 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.

(407) 422-3529
Daily at sunrise

Except for "Champagne Evening
Cruise" Daily 7 p.m. -10 p.m.
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Jackson gets slammed again, this time overkilled
by D~vid J. Shoulberg
Amy Grant - someone, anyone, find a way to keep her
All right boys and girls; it's time for another install- quite. Her latest song, 'That's What Love Is For," plus her
ment of the radio overkill listing chart. Compiled below older stufilike ''Baby~ Baby," still get played like their brand
is a list of the most over-played songs in radio, and a spanking new. Maybe a voodoo curse or prayer to Satan
rating on.their overkill play status.
could silence her? Radio-2-3, MTV-.1-2.
"Black or White" - this track by the King of . .... . ::/\,,.... . .
'Tm Too Sexy'' - this song is still rising on the
Slop Pop is so overplayed I was beginning to :::::}~:pi~t:~=\:=: : charts, but it has been played so often it sounds like

<.

;!~ :Ji~t~ ;~;;:,~!;~~~:0Ei <'!jf!iJ:,~:;i> ::~~~::~a~i~~;;~f.:::

may cause extreme convulsions in some · : ::::: ts·=·='-' f''"'ff'""'E~~:::=: : :-· sexy for radio. Radio-5-6, MTV-1-2.
people. Radio overkill rating - 2-3 times ~:·"'"'"'"''''::}?'"'"""':~ "Smells Like Teen Spirit'' - sony, I know there
daily, MTV overkill rating - 6-7 times daily.
are a lot of Nirvana fans out there, but I think even you all
"Finally" - great dance song, the first hundred will agree this song is over-played. At first this song was a
times or so. After too many listens, Ce Ce Peniston great cutting edge, rock-hybrid song, now it's like a headsounds like a shrieking banshee touting the success of ache causing toxin. Let's retire this song while we still have
her love life. I'm glad it happened to ya honey, but fond memories ofit. Radio-2-3, MTV -6-7.
please shut up now. Radio - 5-6, MTV - 1-2.
"Friends In Low Places" -this column would not be
''Don't Let The Sun Go Down On Me" - this, the same complete without a comment for the relatively unweek the song reaches number one, it also is added to-the scathed Garth Brooks. This song's only purpose is to
overkill play list. I have trouble believing that the video is give drunks at bars something to cheer about when it
actually as boring as it is. I don't know what, but maybe if is.played on the jukebox. I don't think a sober person
GeorgeMichaelandEltonJohnfrenchkissedattheendit alive would listen to it by their free will. Jukebox
would be more exciting. Radio- 2-3, MTV - 4-5.
. overkill status, played once every three beers.

Naiomi
promotes
awareness
by Dana A.Jacobsen

••~~································
100/o STUDENT DISCOUNT
HEADS
EAST
WITH THIS AD
•
: HAIRSTYLING
•
• STYLE CUT
•
•
•

$995

(
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Well kids, this was just another installment of the
overkill play list. Tune in next week for more justice
and honesty in the music world.
-

~The

Best Summer Job
you'll ever have!
In your own hometown.
1-800-443-3059

. : Professional Stylists

Thanks to Pi Sigma Epsilon
Appt. or Walk In
• Walmart Center
and their well promoted AIDS •
• 10661 E. Col. Dr.
282-1754
Awareness Week, I got free
condoms,AIDSinformation that
I can and will take to the bank
and an invigorating perfor:mance by Naiomi's Hair.
After my Business and Professional Communication class,
I allowed the talentsofTwo Story
People, another good local band,
to sedate my body and my enviDENVER
LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
ronment with their relaxing
s27soo
s22aoo
s29s00
energy and twisty rhythms. My
lethargic state ofmind was painAir Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply.
Limited space - reserve early!
fully slapped in the face when
Naiomi's Hair began their set. .
Thanks to several dear friends I
was able to make contact with
- courteous service to UCF students the band after the show; the
9442 E. COLONIAL • 282-5100
interview was much like their
performance: wild, spontaneous
and honest.
From what department store do_
you like to buy your socks?
In.
JoeiRobert(drums): ''The Gap."
· What color of socks do like to
wear when performing on stage?
8445 International Dr.
JR: "Bright orange." ·

c:

'

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

(

Movitere~ Apartmevits

(

'Bryans 'Travef Inc. ~-=o~~

ter:~~:i~rive
.

What kind of breakfast do
you have in the mornings?
JR: "A peanut butter sandwich

er;JFAT TUl~lDAJ~
LJ

.ME: "I know a couple of people
who are infected with the HIV
virus; we as N aiomi's Hair have
done and will do other benefits
but feel this hits home and is
more important."
SM: "I feel it is our civic duty
NAIOMI continued page 7

COLLEGE
NITE

·LIVE
MUSIC

5PM-2AM

NO COVER

20°/o

Blinny, Rat Patrol and Johnny
Quest."

You mentioned earlier that
the AIDS benefit was from
the heart. Explain.

·

MustBe21

t.

....... ...

=::::::::::::::::::::::·

What were your cartoon influences as a child?
Martin Everett (bass): "Bug's

volt power driver drill."

-

::::::·: :::::~:::::::::

with a banana and a muffin.
Very rarely will I drink coffee."

What Christmas present
have you used the most so
far?
Scott Mahaney (vocals, guitars): "My cordless Makita 9.6

~

Mercido Village

11 PM-2AM

20o/o
OFF

$1 OFF
JUMBO&
LARGE
DAIQUIRIS
$1 PREMIUM
TOOTERS
$1 JELLO
SHOTS
(GRAIN
ALCOHOL)

OFF ALL
ALCOHOLIC
DRINKS

DEREK
BERNARD

SUICIDE

FAT TUESDAY'S
JAM ,PARTY.
ON THE DECK

&
JEFF

··· ·.·.··"'.·""'·=·:·=·:-=-:·=·=-=·=·=·=·:·=·=·=-:·=·=·'.·

.,]

~~:1:~L

STUDY

•tllr&ll

9PM-2AM

HA;A~AT [t.i~_1_·.~- ffiill
5

•.11..

WEAR ''THE .
T-SHIRT''
RECEIVE
LARGE
DAIQUIRI
FOR PRICE
OF SMALL
f.

w/DAVETHE
D.J.

·TUESDA'Y'S

'NITE .·.·'''°i! ,~

.,,_

__

.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,·=·=-=·=·=-:·:-:·=·=·=·· ··

·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::·::::·:;~:::::::

BRING IN AD AND RECEIVE 6 PAC~ OF JELLO SHOTS

(

LIVE MUSIC
NO COVER
9PM-1AM
- SATCH &
MARIO FIG
w/CRANKY
MAN.

.

•

\1
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Optometrists
Pharmacists
Physician
Assistants

. AHEAD
Tuesday, Feb. 4

•••••••••••••
Tick Tick Tock and The Same8:30 p.m. SAC. Jonathan Richman with Ned
Claflin - 9 :30 p. m. The Mill. $3
at the door.

1 5

Players production of William
Mastrosimone's violent drama
about the lengths to which
people are driven when dealing
with rape. Theater 1304, Winter Park. $6.50. Details 645-4011
or 324-0004.

"Animal House" -8 p.m. SAC.
"Extremities" -8 p.m. Tria11gle

NAIOMI

•

FROM PAGE 6

UICAllOUL HOUP

You MAKE IT.

and that everyone should get
involved."
My apologies to Souler
Eclipse and Jaded Faith for my
absenteeism during their se~s .

Saturday, Feb.8

•••••••••••••
RoyClark-8p.m. Tupperware
Convention Center Auditorium.
$18.50. .

Impromptu jazz_trio - 2 p.m.
Building three Atrium, Valencia
Community College East Cam·
pus. Free.

Friday, Feb. 7

•••••••••••••

Thursday, Feb.6

AT THE RONKIN EDUCATIONAL GROUP
OUR CLASS SIZES ARE LIMITED TO
NO MORE THAN 10 STUDENTS PER CLASS.

Performing Arts Centre. $19$41.50.

•••••••••••••

New Riders of the Purple Sage
- 8:30 p.m. Beacham's Jazz
and Blues Club. $8 advance,
$10 day of show.

Dodge Rockin' Campus Bash6:30p.m. SCA Free to students,
_$4 for non-students.

5
·1 3
.2 0
27

Sunday,Feb.9

Re-formed Cat E. Wampus 7:30 p_.m. Semin~le Community
College Coffeehouse. Free.

•••••••••••••

1 2
1 9
26

CatE. Wampus-lOp.m. With
opening band Shock Lizards.
Magic Wok.

"Cultural Explosion" with Ruth
King - 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

1:==============~~-i-·~

WE'LL MAKE SURE

24

4
1 1
1 8
25

•••••••••••••

===-= :...

i)

3
1 0
1 7

'W'ednesday,Feb.5 ·

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
TOIL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

This example of personalized attention is-just one
of the reasons our classes are filling up fast.
Call now to reserve a seat.
• 40 Hours Of Live Instruction
• Live Tutorial Available At No Extra Charge
•National 800 Telephone Helpline
• 6 Diagnostic/Practice Exams
• Constantly Updated Materials

2
9
1 6
23
30

22
29

Plan a future that soars.

Take' your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll gr<M'
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you. You
and the Air Force. Launch now-call

1

8

Peter, Paul and Mary - 7:30
p.m. UCF Arena. $ 19.50. Details 856-9000.
The Daughter of the Regiment
- 8 p.m. Orlando Opera Company production of ·Donizetti
.opera sung in English. Carr

Margaret Becker with Rick Elias
and Peter Shambrook- 3 p.m .
Beacham Theatre. $11.50 advance, $13.50.
The Cult and Lenny Kravitz 6:30 p.m. University of Florida
Bandshell, Gainesville. Free.
"City Slickers" p.m. SAC.

6:30 and 9

The Friday night follow up
concert entailed Alter Ego, Tick
Tick Tock and Swing.
The concerts were to benefit the Serenity House, a family home for HIV in-

~~~ ~I~h~ll:rs~~tu~~d

the
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· It cadt do laundfy or find you adate,
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple' Macintosh· Classic· II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papersand still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful·68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks-allowing you to
exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer. ,

.,, , _

·In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a .
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II .

..

For further information visit UCF Computer Sales Office
in our new location next to the Biology Building ·
Open Mon-Thurs 8:303m-4:30pm and Fri 8:303m-4:00pm
or call Michad Pridemore at 823-5434
©1991 Apple Co;;pu1er, Inc Apple, 1he Apple logo, and Macinmsh are re11is1ered 1rademarks and Supt>rDrive is a 1rademark of Apple Computer. Inc MS·DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Classic is a registered trademark used under license by Apple Computer. Inc Thi> ad was created u~ing Maciniosh compu1m

·-..

·.·:;.•.·.·-·~·
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Rebellion planned;
students set sights
on stopping cuts
one are the days ofjoyous rebellion, where
oollege students and teachers alike joined
ranks t.o voire therr opinions on the travesties of their time. Some prople look back on the
'60s as the drug age or the beginning ofrock 'n' roll.
Some claim that it was a period oftime when more
~ple oommunicated; when more people were
willing to put their living on the line for a belie£
Have these times simply eroded away?
Onetheoryisthatbecauseoftheoomfortableness
ofthel 950s, youthofthe '60sfeltassured that their.
world wouldalsoonedayincludethehouseandcar
-that may be why today's oollege students aren't
as daring. Perhaps the loss ofstability has created
a vacuum where oonservatives are made. In this
realm peoplefeartheworkingworld, people watch
theirchildrenforthe slightest sign ofdifferenre (so
thattheycanhideit),andjobsecutjtyisthephrase
indicating paradise.
The point t.o this is that people in college
todaytalk tough but don't act. Many claim to be
pro-environment (as though anyone could be
anti), but how many actually DO something?
More and more are, but it is true that many
claim to care but don't act. Think of all the
people that insist that they are caring peopl_e
who would do for others, ect... How many
actually act upon their stated beliefs?
Some people are acting upon their beliefs. On
Tuesday, students from all over Florida went t.o
Tallahassee to demand better funding. UCF students attended through the help of Student Government. SG helped to provide oommunication of
the event as well as organization ofbuses to help
stlldentsattend. Wecanonlyhopethatasourstate
legis~ture sees our sinrerityin wanting to receive
a better and truly higher education that some sort
of action will be taken.
Education is on the minds ofeveryone. Those
who have children worry whether they should
start saving for the private school tract. Those
ofus forced to fight just to be in a uniyersity and
maintain food in our stomach don't have the
transfer option. But why should we even con-·
sider it? ~et us stop what is being done!
Protest, seek out the uninformed and write
letters to tell our voted officials where the electorate stands. Our future is being wasted, not theirs;
they have started theirrareers. Putting education
on the agenda must be done.

G

Letters
• COMMENCEMENT
Editor:
We are faced With three choices: 1)
hold three commencements in our
Arena in May; 2) hold two in our
Aren·a in May while restricting each
graduate to four tickets for his or her
guest; 3) hold one commencement
downtown in the Orlando Arena.
I have consulted with Student Affairs, Academic Affairs, Administration and Finance, the President's ·
Staff, individual staffmembers in the
Registrar's Office and with the man
responsible for our commencements,
Barth Engert. Vice President
Levester Tubbs has consulted with
leaders on Student Government and
· with many graduating seniors. The ~
overwhelming consensus is to have
one commencement in May in the
Arena
Therefore, ourMay commencement
is changed from Saturday, May 2, to
MONDAY,MAY4AT7p.m.ANDIT
WIILBEHELDINTHEORLANDO
ARENA
This should be an exciting experience for us all of us.
Rnbert A Bryan

mechanical engineering

interim president

• UCF STIFFED
Editor:
I am writing with regard to UCFs
new arena Contrary to popular belief, this is not such a ''Beautiful''
facility. The main purpose ofthe new
arena is to provide a home to our
basketball team. Therefore if I went
totheArena, my main objective would
be to "SEE" a basketball game. IfI sit
in the lower deck, the view is terrific
and the chair-backed sets are comfortable (thanks to the hard work of
News Editor
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Confetti/Collage Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Production Manager

our boosters) but on the rare occasion
thatalllower level seats are full, I might
as well go home.
The truth is that thefirstlO to 15 rows
· of the upper deck are obstructed by the
lower deck and heads of its occupants.
The seats are totally unusable. At the
Jacksonville game I sat maybe 10 rows
from the top and my vision was still
slightly obstructed. on the days of televised games the cameras placed between the two decks block between 20
and 30 rows of the upper deck (More
than half of the rows).
The way I understand it, this problem
was a result of the addition of chairbacked seats in the lower deck as well as
a fire marshal! mandated wider walkway between the two decks. Unfortunately the view is not the only design
flaw. Other examples range from the
obstructed viewfrom the presidents box
(a real good impression on important
visitors) to the poorly drained student
shower&' lockers rooms.
It is a shame that such a class coach
and class players must play in the poor
facility that the architectural/engineering firm stiffed us with.
Steven Hassenzahl

• BUSINESS 101
Editor:
Mr. Bush's Australia and Pacific Rim
tour has been controversial from the
very first day. His ignorant response to
strange hand gestures of Australian
people and then concerns about his .
health reached the climax on his second
day in Japan when he collapsed in the
middle of a state dinrier
hosted by his
I
Japanese counterpart'Mr. Miyazawa
Several questions liave been raised
about the purpose, ti.ming, and potential

central Florida Future

Rebecca Falcon
Jamie Johnson
o 1992 Tho C.n1111I Florida Furuni
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Jocelyn Jepson
Business Office (407) 823-2601, News Office (407) 823-NEWS
Bridget Clark
Editor in Chief
J.C. Smith
Jamie Carte
Charles K. Morrow
Business Manager
Brian M. Wente Managing Editor
Thomas Negron
Shayne A. Strickland Heidi Steiner

outcome of the trip. Why did Bush
decide to visit U.S. competitors? Do
American voters know why? Perhaps what they don't know, at least
the majority of them, is the real reason behind the globe trottingofBush,
Inc., which includes the heads of 21
major U.S. companies. Apparently,
they are out on a crusade to balance
the U.S. trade deficit by _hoping to
convince major Pacific Rim trade
partners to liberalize theirtrade policies and.reduce bureaucratic hurdles
so more American products.could be
exported to their countries.
By the way, how many times have
youboughtsomethingthatisinferior
in quality, that has not been tailored
to fulfill your specific needs and that
is definitelynotworth the price?This
essentially explains the failure of
American-made consumers products at home as well as abroad.
And don't tell me that those top 21
executives, most of them, probably,
the graduates of the Ivy League,
don't know it. Then what are they
doing over there?rh.ey are all set for
their lives. Never mind the plwiging
sales, increasing debt and large layoffs by them, their hefty·paycheck
plll.s bonuses and stock options are
guaranteed anyway.
Contrary .to American industry,
the Japanese provide quality products and services and aim for longtermgoals. So, whatdoyousay?Why
not call the circus back and teach
them Business 101. Or let's hang a
plaque in their offices that would
remind them that if they can't run
with the big dog, stay at the porch
and don't go asking for its mercy.

Distribution Manager
Classifieds Manager
Advertising Manager
Ad Production
Advertising Staff:

Ali Jaffry
electrical engineering
Scott Beaman
Catherine Comia
Vic Kirazian
Lori Reynolds, Michael Turner
Lauren Harris, Refik Fortner,
Armand Cimaroli

Staff Members: Harris Ahmed, Josiah Baker, Jennifer Burgess, Michael
DeHoog, Jenny Duncanson, Thom Hart, Jason Maddox, David Meadows,
Savannah Miller, Robert Offermann, Sandra Pedicini, David J. Shoulberg

Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or inaividual columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications. University Administration, or Board of Regents. Letters to the Ed~or must be typed. maximum ol 300 words and include the
author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing for grammar and space and become the property of the newspaper, subject to lheir publicalion. The Central Florida Future is a tree, non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the academic year
and weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the public.
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Black History Month provides a forum for discussion
Ed.Bowes
EXTRAPOLATE HO

I

')

t always seemed as though Black History Month
was just another time when we all got to see
token blacks, like Sammy Davis, Jr. and Sherman
Helmsley, talk about Harriet Tubman or George
Washington Carver between our favorite TV shows.
In essence, February used to seem like a token
month, just a quick appraisal for certain blacks in
American history.
Now, however, there is a bit more to be realized
during Black History Month. Instead of concentrating on the great individuals who make black history
what it is, the progress that blacks have made in this
. nation should be truly realized.
In the past 30 years, blacks in America have
grown astronomically in terms of progress and status. It is hard to believe how in just the past couple
of decades, black society has risen from a group of
second-class citizens to integrate and stand beside
all their American brethren. To see real blacks like Clarance ·Thomas and
Colon Powell working next to powerful men like
James Baker and George Bush is truly proofofthe

success blacks are achieving everyday in this na- accepted by all as "good eatin'." Take for instance
tion.
baby-back ribs. Years ago the ribs off a pig were
Nevertheless, there are those pessimistic wax- thought of as scraps, or secondary cuts of the carcass.
heads who consistently believe certain blacks (young So, years ago, ribs were often the typical cut of meat
black males in particular) are heading for "extinc- that fell into the hands ofblacks. Over the years, ribs
tion."
have be_en turned into somewhat of a delicacy. By
This is nothing novel.
taking a combination of many sauces (which is known
Not only are there blacks, but also certain whites, today as barbecue sauce), a once thought secondary
Indians, Hispanics and many other nationalities cut of meat is now considered a treat to many.
who, for some un-sacred reason, choose th~ low roads
The same goes for chicken wings. You can bet tha t
20 years from now, you might be paying more. per
in life.
What needs to be looked at, and praised, are the - pound for the wings than any other part of a chicken
many wonderfully talented and brilliant black indi- (except .the back maybe).
The point is simple: blacks are (and have been )
viduals who, out of personal motivation, are choosing the high roads in life (and I know there are many, making substantial progress in America. And, un·
for I see them every day).
doubtedly, this will continue throughout the '90s and.
What is even greater are the mediums being into the next century. And Black History Month
created that give blacks the crossing ground to should not only continue the praise ofimportant past
communicate and enjoy life with everyone around. blacks, but also concentrate on the successes gained
·
Over the past 30 years, rock 'n' roll has been such a in sU:ch a short period.
There is legitimate reason for concern regarding
medium,
Today, ' rap and dance music are emerging as the problems that still face African-Americans in
genuine inter-racial mediums, which are definitely this country yet dwelling on darkness has never
opening broad and integrating channels .o f commu- progressed any group in history toward a brighter
future. This opportunity to focus on what has been
nication.
Even certain foods are coming around and being accomplished will lift us toward the goal.
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Manly men cannot grasp the finer_details of laundry
Dave Barry
>

TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
have here a letter from Alison Schuler of Albuquerque, N.M. (motto: "The City That Is Probably Spelled Wrong"). Ms. Schuler is concerned
about the issue of How Guys Do Laundry. She relates
_ the following anecdote:
''My husband announced one morning that he had
discovered the previous night, on the eve of a two-day
business trip, that he was out of underwear. Why he
told me I do not know. I never tell HIM when I'm out of
underwear. Anyway, he decided to remedy the situation in true guy fashion, by washing exactly three sets
of underwear,.thµs disregarding the bulging "hamper
full of the rest ·ofhis underwear, which, presumably,
would wash itself during his absence."
Ms. Schuler's letter serves to remind us of the
importance of not engaging in sexist stereotyping.
We must never make blanket gender-based statements such as: "Men always hog the blanket." Just
because Ms. Schuler's husband doesn't do the laundry, that doesn't mean that there aren't millions
upon millions of males who DO do the laundry, then
hang it out to dry under the Planet Xoomar, where
they live. Most males here on Earth, however, do not
do any more laundry than they absolutely have to. A
single-sock load would not only be out the question,
for a guy might well choose to wash ONLY THE
REALLY DIRTY PART OF THE SOCK
At first glance, this behavior might seem to be
reprehensible, but in fact there's a simple, logical
explanation for it: Men are worthless scum.
No, seriously, the explanation is that many men are
AFRAID to do laundry, especially laundry belonging to
people ofother genders, because they (the males) might
get into Big Trouble. I know I would. In our household
we have a lot of sensitive garments with launderinginstruction tags full of sti-ict instructions like:

I

Beth follows af complex procedure involving sorting
and pre-soaking and 27 different combinations of
water temperatures and chemical compounds such
as fabric softener, stain remover, fabric har dener,
cream rinse, plutonium, etc. Beth wouldn't LET me
do her laundry unless I underwent years of training,
because she assumes I'd screw it up and cause our
garments to shrink down to cute little Tinkerbell
clothes, or transmaterialize in the dryer, similar to
what happened to that unfortunate man in the movie
''The Fly," so we'd wind up with, for example, a
brassiere that had pant legs.
Beth's reluctance to let me near the laundry is
typical of the vast majority of American women,
, according-to a nationwide survey of several other
women I know. A typical reaction came from my
research department, Judi Smith, who gave the
following statement regarding her husband,:XilJ.1, a
Ph.D. college professor:
'
:-""' "I don't trust him to do my laundry at ALL, unless
I've sorted it first and given him strict instructions
DO NOT MACHINE WASH. DO NOT USE before each and every load, because otherwise everyBLEACH.DONOTUSEHOTWATER.DONOTUSE thing we own would be mauve or gray. . . He puts his
ANY WATER. DO NOT TOUCH THIS GARMENT clothes away damp. He can't put away anyone else's
WITHOUT SURGICAL GLOVES. PUT THIS GAR- clothes, because he can't fold. I mean, the man can't fold
MENT DOWN IMMEDIATELY, YOU CLUM&YOAF. a TOWEL for God's sake. Somehow, he can't get the
· I'm intimidated by these instructions. I developed comers to match up. A hand towel, even."
my laundering skills in college, where I used what
I repeated Judi's statement to Beth, who emitted the
laundry scientists call the Pile system, wherein you bitter humorless laugh of a woman who has more than
put your dirty undershorts on the floor until they form once watched her husband turn a basic shirt into a
a waist-high pile, thus subjecting the bottom shorts to prizewinning origami- project.
intense heat and pressure that causes them to become,
I'm not defending the men here. I'm just saying
over several months, clean enough to wear if you're that a lot of us view ourselves as laundry-impaired,
desperate desperate and spray them with Right Guard · and we'll probably continue to do so as long as women
brand deodorant.
roll their eyes and shove us away from the washing
As a married person, I use the hamper system, machine when we're about to, for example, wash our
which is similar to the Pile system except that clothes delicate silks in the same load as our boat cover. So
really do get clean, thanks to magical hamper rays.
I'm saying to women: Teach us to launder. We are
No, I of course realize that hamperized clothes are willing to learn, really, what we are capable of. And
cleaned by a person such as my wife, Beth, or Alison definitely buy stock in whatever company makes
Schuler of Albuquerque, N.M. But I also know that Right Guard.
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GREEK CORNER

"HAMMERTIME, PROPER!"Thegentlemen of TKE would again like to thank all
U's for attending. Than ks also to KI for
the use of your house. TKE 6th Annual
Softball Tourn. is right around the corner; Feb 15& 16. For info call Frank at
273-8445. SIGN UP NOW!A TIENTION
All Greek Ladies, For your eyes only,
TKE Powder Puff Sorority Games Feb
26-29th PLAY HARD! KA Girls ... As Precious as Diamonds and Pearls. WORD!!
Happy B-day Dudley & Guy.

Own Room Apt overlooks LAKE
657-9837

KAPPA SIGMA
Hey TKE & U Thanks for the great
social. Hope your found your match .
Woodser is around the corner. All Sigs
Remember the Alamo! Hey Captain nice
bathroom.

MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION
General Meeting. 5:00pm Wednesday
at SOL. All Students welcomed

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Thanks A for an awesome Week. We
had a blast. Derek Ferre-Player of the
Week. One saved Penalty Kick & 3 one
on ones vs. ATQ! Crush dance is the
15th. Peepster says "Peep"

zr

PHI DELTA THETA
The party that delivers_. .. The 3rd Annual
High-<t>delity. Live DJ, Sat. 9-? Soccer
vs. Pure Luck today at 4pm. Brother's
meeting on Thursday 8:30pm.
SLUGFEST, comin up.
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
AIDS Awareness Week was great! Special thanks to Dawn & Cameo and everyone that helped! Let's keep up the great
work on our service project! Roundtable
at GA Southern Sat.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
PreSeason Softball is here! SIG-EP
SOFTBALL TOURNEY Feb 8 for info
call Drew 382-0044 SMOKER has come
& gone & the foundation for new big
brothers has been laid. Spring
90Chuggers still #1 SIG-EP Sports Bball A-tJ.Jes-6:30 B-thur-7:30 Soccer Btues-4:00 A-Wed-4 :00 Hey MD KA AXA
get ready for the upcoming social! SIGEP!
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
"WHATI LIKEABOUTYOU"-U... WHAT
A NIGHT! NUT&BOLTS Social was

TYPISTS
-tr THORNTON DESIGN GROUP -tr

Socrates Drive. Walk to class. 2 Bedroom, 2Ba Townhouse. $460. Rick 249-2865
1/1 b. Condo Tennis Pool Quiet Near
Xtra Non-smoker Call 886-2052 $395

CLUB INFO

Wr;;'re looking for a top fraternity, sorority, or student organization that would
like to earn $500-$1500 Jor one week
on-campus marketing project. Mu~t be
orgariized and hard working. Call Lee at
(800)592-2121ext115.

I

FOR RENT

ALPHA DELTA Pl
Congrats to all the new officers! It's gonna
be another winning year. To all the past
officers: thanks for all your hard work, it
definitely paid off! Chapter Excellence
and many, many more at the ADPi
Awards Banquet, once again proving
we're the first and finest! Also , congrats
to Stacey and Chris! Thanks DKA &
:m>E for awesome party with our AM1
sisters. Hey Kn, AXA, & I<t>E grab a tie
and get ready for our 4-way. Great job
Szoka with Derby! Look out L.<PE, AD Pi
is gonna steal your • away again this
A.A. MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
year! Happy Birthday Susan & Alyson! · 12-1 PM STUDENT CENTER RM 211
MD would like to welcome fl.Y to the
Greek system at UCF and best of luck for
ATIENTION: Please DO NOT PLACE
a great Spring Semester. To Paco & ANY ADVERTISEMENTS OR FL YEAS
Bean-we hear you've been down in the
ON THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Dumps lately! n•!!!
NEWSPAPER STANDS!!! If anyone's
ad or flyer is found anywhere on the
DELTA GAMMA
stands, you will be notified only ONCE
Hey AI' .. .Get ready for Hayride: Feb 7 & and then charged and billed for the full
Chapter Retreat: Feb 23. Great Job Suzy
page ad rate - $420!!!
& Alexis in DC Derby Week (1st Place!!)
Special thanks to our Derby Daddies & The UCF PUBLIC RELATIONS CLUB
Babies. Ar is ready to do it again in Sig Want to meet interesting people? Want
Ep Queen of Hearts. Congrats to Mary to get an edge on the rest? COME JOIN
Ancona, our Sig Ep Candidate. Wel- IN ON A PR CLUB 30 MIN POWER
come to ET Chapter Kelly, Carla, Nicole, MEETING! Thursday, Feb 6@ 3:45,
& Barbara. We • our pledges. fl.I' #1
PH, Room 104 See you there!
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Our brother retreat was great and we
hear the Pledge retreat went a s well.
Our fundraiser at the Stouffer was a
blast!!! Thanks Catherine. No carwashes.
Proud to be a DeltaSig

Employers want communication skills
from college grads. Gain these and earn
great money as an OPC. For more information, call Dave 239-8891 .

In Nice 3/2 House in Alafaya Woods
Fenced Yard/Washer/Dryer/by Park Immediate Occupancy-Joan 365-1006
Duplex for Rent 2bd/2ba w/ WasheJ &
Dryer Close to UCF $435 per month
Contact 380- 6~ 10 or 679-0698
MOVE IN SPECIAL! Put down a security deposit on 2-bedroom, 2 bath Colonial Pointe Apartment before February 29, 1992, and save $50 a month for
the first 12 months! Call for details, (407)
679-6061.

FOR SALE
King size Oak Waterbed, New Mattress
& Heater. (8) Drawer Pedestal & Mirrored Headboard. Asking $500 080
Ph#275-9721
Tandy 1000 IBM Compatible, 40 Meg
HD, 2 5.25 • color, many extras, all
books 512 K, $800obo, call Jason at
293-0579
FOR SALE: Queen. Mattress + Box
Spring; $50. Dresser, $20. 381 -2176

Campus Action for animals meeting
Wednesday Feb. 5 in Student Center
Room 211 from 2pm-3pm

Giant RS940 12 spd Mens racing bike
Shimano SIS Components w/ extras In
great shape $250 obo Call John
ph#823-4194

Non Denominational Bible Study held
every Tuesday Night from 9:30pm10:30pm in the Education Bldg. Rm 119
"All are Welcome"

GE Refrigerator: 3 Cubic Feet Perfect
for dorm Rooms $40 obo Call Mark275-1071

ROOMMATES

Electronic Rowing Machine. Excellent
condition., Never used asking $70 or
best offer. Call 282-9216

Get paid everyday and choose your
hours! Earngreatmoney asanOPC. For
info, call David at 239-8891.
M~ke up to $5000/mo. or more recording video cassette tapes. FREE DETAILS! CALL TODAY! (813) 852-8837
(Ext JH 13)

WORD PROCESSING-$3.00/page
DESKTOP PUBLISHING-$10/page &
up
Spellcheck -tr Proof Session
3 1/2 Diskette -tr Grammarcheck
Mastercard, Visa, or Check: 382-0190

l

*** WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc.

(

366-0538
STRAIGHT "A" NOTES & STUDY
GUIDES
If you are a top student & take
excellent notes & some extra money
then call 774-6768. We need students
in the following classes:
ADV4000, ANT2003, BOT2010,
BUL3111,
CCJ3010, CGS1060,
CGS3000, CHM2046, CHM2205,

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,·
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate

CHM3210, CHS1440, CLP3143,
COM3311, EC02013, EC03411,
EGN3365, EGN3613, EGS1111,
EXP3304, GEOl200, HSC3593,
IDH1932,
MAN3025 ,- MAN3504,
MAR3023, PCB3023 , PCB3063,
PHl2010,
POS2041,
PSY2013,
RTV3000,
SPN1121,
SYG2000,

{

t;

LOW COSTWORD PROCESS SERVICE:
no job is too large or too small,
1-2 cents/word,
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL, 24 HRS,
407-423-8078.

PHY3048 , PHY3053,
PSB3002,
PSC1512,
PSY2023, REL2300,
SOP3772,
SPN1120,
STA2014, STA3023,
THE1020,
2003733
NEEDED NOW!

(

TYPING resumes/term papers and more

wl laser printer; starting at $1 per page..
some graphics; Wendy 657-0876

:.:

TUTORS

Now considering well-groomed, energetic undergrad and postgrad students ·
to teach SAT Prep Course Call The Ivy
League 859-9309 Ask for Stacy Cook
LSAT GAE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
THE COLORADO FONDUE
897-3300
COMPANY
is opening a new restaurant in
Casselberry next to Goodings on Red
Bug and 436. All positions are available . Call Mon-Fri 12:00-4:00pm
767-8232

(

I

M/F Roommate. 10 min. from UCF,
Howell Br.-Aloma Area. Private Room/
Bath, Walk-in Closet. Wash/Dryer, Microwave. Fenced Backyard, Lake
Nearby, Tennis Courts, Quiet/Very Comfortable $275mo 678-5719

AUTOS

I

OTHER

I

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOVMENTfisheries. Earn $5 ,0QO+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. Male or Female. For
employment program call 1-206-5454155 ext 1381

Interested in extra income? Earn while
you learn. Call 831-7889 or365-1703 for
appt.

(

PERSONALS
1984 Toyota SR5 ATIAC Cruise $2400
679-4689

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted: 2Br/2
ba furn except BR, full amenities $300
+ 1/2 util; Wendy 839-0696/day 6570876/pm.

1984 Reanault Encore AM/FM Cass
Good Cond $950 679-4689

Don't be an unhappy whopper flopper
Part-Time Help Wanted 4 miles from
UCF Flexible hrs. AIR-CONDITIONED
Office, Earn $4.35 to $9.00 hour. Limited Openings Call 671-4111

SUBARU RX Turbo-86 4door 5speed
loaded, must sell, $2600/best offer Call
671-2698, Iv. message.

ROOMMATE WANTED MALE NONSMOKER 6mi from UCF Must be clean
and responsible own BR & Bath $265/
mo. plus util. Avail immediately 3815208

SERVICES

Nissan Sentra 83 1/2. A/C. Stereo
Equalizer.· Perfect body and running
cond. asking $1, 100 nego. 282-0739
RESUME HOUSE-professional resume
development services by mail. Call 18u0-637-9675 (extension 823).

Roommate Wanted ASAP! No Deposit
Female NS Sutton Place Apts Share 2/
2 Master Bdrm w/own bath W/D
$213+1/3 util. Call 678-6285

HELP WANTED

M/F Nonsmoker for 3/2 Apt 6 mi from
Campus Avail Feb 13$189mo+ 1/3 util

RPS needs P/T Package Handlers from
3-7am $7 per hr Call 297-3715

"I
DON 'T W'"1 ITANOTHER o•v1
I

·,. . _.,
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/ .. ,.,.,
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Flying-Novice to Private Pilot License,
Complete course $1750 Intro Flight $29
Russ or Roger 407 330-0546 9am-5pm
CFI, CFll
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Hey Gals of AQ and OCC-the most
beautiful, loving women Orlando can offer-Thanx for bei~g u.· -Love;- C-Rock
BRETT, I love hew you tick rny tock!
More where that came from. Meet me
@Wild Pizza 2-night 4 bands & THE
SAME 8:30pm. After you I'll never be
the same • BARB
(

1
,.<·

ReggaeJAM
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA
Accept no Imitations. We started the
Jammin'! FREE Parties-Cheap food
from $254 ea. (800) "U" REG·
GAE ... $3 cocktails?-go cruisin at
sea, $1 Red Stripes?:-go to Jamaica
& feel IRIE!!! (800) 873-4423
See a travel agent
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Name and address:
Receipt#:
Phone#:

I

Spice 193 !JOU' vafentine
. witf\acupi~. rose, or
f\eartfr Ji $1.00 more.
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The Future Sports Quiz

PHILIPS
FROM PAGE 12
ing a competitive game.
''That was a scary situation,"
Phillips said. ''That seems to
happen to us every game we
lose. We play well in the first
halfbut can't manage to get the
win in the final minutes. It feels
real good to do it this time,
though," Phillips added.
Freshman guard Ray Carter
enjoyed a big first half as he
scored 11 points connecting on 3
of 6 field goals.
He was a bright spot at the

•
•

•
•
•

.
•

. Thurs d ay's sec t•IOD
Answers Ill

r--------------------,

: Buy One, Get One 50% Off :

•

I

.
1

When you purchase one food item, receive the ·
second entree of equal or less value, for half price.
Please present coupon when ordering. Not valid in combination with other
discounts or special offers. No cash value. Limit 1 coupon per party per visit.

•

I
I
I
I

• L

f"'J/J '~ f ~

I
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I
I

____________________ ..
Valid only at the following Wag's:

W

lo615E.Colonial
Union Park

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

Expires April 30,1992

Phone ahead for pickup 281-1344 . 1

·Catch 'Ifie .9lction 'With Our
Student Special

•

I

Efficiencies, 1,2, & 3 Bedrooms • Private Entrance • Patio/Porches • Tennis
Courts• Club House• Sparkling Pool!

3650 Summer Wind Drive
Between Colonial & University off of SR436

671-2400

&mmer~

~nd

free throw line for UCF, which
is last in the Sun Belt in free
throw percentage, as he con.nected on 9 of 10 from the charity stripe.
Carter totaled 19 points in
the game and sank 3 of 6 three
pointers.
Joe Dean Sr., the father of the
UCF coach, was on hand to watch
his son's team win at home.
"It was the first time I was
here to watch his team win here
at UCF," Dean Sr. said. "It's
been hard to build a Division I
program, but I think he has
some players that can help put

this program on the right track."
Dean Jr., 36, is no stranger to
winning programs .
He was an assistant to Joe B.
Hall at the Unive:rsity of Kentucky when they won a national
championship in 1978.
DeanJr. wastheheadcoach
for six years at BirminghamSouthern, where he was one of
the winningest active coaches
in the NAIA, with an overall
137-45 record.
If anyone can put UCF basketball on the map of NCAA
Division I, Dean Jr. looks like a
leader who can.

just the opposite; he plays in school, to do well in school
harder because he is small and and to participate in sports.
I really admire him for that."
"He ha& excellent charisma
turning the ball over eight and
Phillips contends that his with kids," Dean said. "He has
nine times a game which is size gives him more ·incentive a really good relationship with
just not acceptable; but this to go out and do his best.
kids. My daughter thinks that
year, · he)s averaging about
''There aren't too many guys Sinua hung the moon.
three per game [3.8 to be ex- my size," he said. "But I don't
"I remember a mother tellact]. As much as he handles look at the other guys like ing me about an incident folthe ball, though, we can live they're some kind ofsupermen; lowing the Georgia State game
with that.
they're men just like me."
where he dumped the ball off
"Ifhe can just become a more
When the hospitality man- to Darryl Davis for a last secconsistent shooter, then he'll agement major isn't banging ond shot that won the game."
be a complete ball player."
About 10 kids over in the
the boards with people twice
A heaping helping of hustle his size, he enjoys the com- stands stood up and cheered
and intestinal fortitude have pany of people half his size.
and Sinua went over and gave
helped Phillips to turn his size
"I love kids; whenever I'm them all a high five.
Her son was one of those
around them," he said, "I don't
into an advantage.
"A lot of players coming in want them to think of me as kids, and she said that he
here from high school have to something special. I just want wouldn't wash that hand.for a
learn to adjust to the pace of them to know that I'm human week."
Though he may be small in
college ball; many ofthem don't just like they are."
Although he believes that height, Sinua Phillips is cerknow how to play hard," Dean
said. ''That was not a problem parents should be the ultimate tainly tall in stature. His goal
for Sinua. He could have used role-models for their children, . now is to lead a team towards
his size as an excuse not to he would use his own influ- the same heights he has atplay hard, but instead he's done ence to encourage kids to stay tained as an individual.

B-BALL
FROM PAGE 12
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DODGE ROCKIN CAMPUS BASH
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The Ultimate Battle Of The Bands
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$450°0

$620°0

"Luxury Apartments You Can Afford"

823-7100
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Running Knights turn back Trojans in Arena
Point guard Sinua Phillips
proves to be spark plug

Davis leads in 14-0 run
by Glenn carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Running Knights turned
up the intensity and turned away the
surging University of Arkansas-Little
Rock Trojans, defeating them 79-71 in
front of 1,683 fans in the UCF Arena
Saturday afternoon.
With less than six minutes left in the
game and down 61-57, the Knights (9-10
overall, 2-6 in the Sun Belt Conferenc~)
scored 14 unanswered points and kept
the lead for the rest ofthe game. With the
victory, UCFtallied it's first home win in
the conference.
UCF redshirt freshman guard
Darryl Davis started the barrage with
a 10-footjumperfrom theright baseline
with 5:53 left on the clock. That was
followed by a steal by sophomo.re point
guard Sinua Phillips and his free throw
after being fouled hard on an attempted
layup. Davis went on to sink a three
pointer and three straight layups and
freshman guard Ray Carter guard sank
two free throws before the Trojans
managed another score.
''That three pomter from Darryl was
the biggest shot (in that run)," coach Joe
Dean said. ''We turned it up after that.
Darryl and Sinua took charge out there
and we didn't trail after that."
UCF outplayed UALR and led 39-32
going into the break thanks mostly to
senior center Ken Leeks, who had 15
first period points as he sank 6 of9 shots
and also grabbed 4 rebounds. Leeks totaled 20 points and 8 rebounds after
UALR double and triple teamed him in
the second half. Leeks reached a UCF
milestone as he overtook Jerry Prather
for the lead in career rebounds with 853.
Prather totaled 849.
''They double and tripled up inside in Sophomore Sinua Phillips played a big part in UCF's victory over the Trojans
the second half, but Darryl and Sinua racking up 10 points, five rebounds and 10 assists. (Michael 0eHoog1FuTuREJ
picked up the intensity and we were
4-6), went on a 16-6 run that put them falter in the final minutes after playfortunate to get the win," Leeks said.
After Leeks converted a layup to up 48-4 7. The lead see-sawed back and
B-BALL continued page 11
open the second half, theTrojans(l0-9,. forth and it looked like UCF might

<.

by Dave Meadows
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Dynamite comes in small packages.
UCF Running Knights Coach Joe
Dean has a small package in his arsenal
and he's sending out a bomb threat to th e
rest of the Sun Belt Conference.
Standing in at five feet, 10 inch es and
weighing in at 160 pounds soaking wet,
Sinua Phillips is ready to explode against
the opposition.
The sophomore point guard from Oakiand, Calif., has helped to generate an
excitement unknown to UCF basketball
since Bo Clark graduated.
''We brought him to our program to fill
a need to E?liminate pressure off of our
offense," Dean said. "Before he came
here, the opposing defenses were putting so much pressure on our offense that
a lot of times we couldn't move the ball
past midcourt; our offense just couldn't
deal with that kind of pressure.
"Sinua has handled the pressure very
well; he's so quick and aggressive that
opponents can't really put pressure on
him and that takes a lot of pressure off of
our other guys as well."
- Phillips has been a thriving David
among NCAA Division I Goliaths. Despite playing against opponents with a
half-foot height advantage, he leads the
team with 6.7 assists and 1.8 steals per
game; he is second on the team in minutes played with 34.6 per outing and
third in scoring with 11.1 points.
The 1990 Coral Springs High School
graduate also started all 27 games as
freshman and was one of five players to
average double figures in scoring with
11.6 points per contest~
"Sinua just has excellent ball-handling skills," Dean said. "He has really
cut down on his turnovers this year.
''When he first came here, he was

<
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PHILLIPS continued page 11

Lady Knights tilted by Techsters
by Je·nny Duncanson

against Louisiana Tech. The Lady Techsters are 11-7
overall and 4-3 in the conference.
'Tis the time of the season for Sun Belt Conference
Once again the Lady Knights came out strong and
games, and UCF played two in row, addfug one win quickly jumped out to an 11-4 lead. The lead bounced
and one loss to their record and moving to 7-iO overall back and forth and the game stayed close and the score
and 3-4 in the conference.
was 38-34 at the half in Louisiana Techs favor.
The Lady Knights traveled t~ the Lone Star State
The Lady Knights regained and lost the lead several
to take on the University of Texas-Pan American. times until mid-way th.rough the second half. Then the
Yolanda Rhodes racked up 30 points as UCF inched Lady Techsters steadily held onto the lead, although
out UT-Pan American, 72-70.
UCF was never more than 11 points
UCF scored the first points of the game
behind. Time expired and Louisiana Tech
and stayed out in front and finished the
kept the win, 80-69.
"We were in it
first half with a substantial 42-26 lead.
The Lady Knights have been workuntil the end.
UT- Pan American fought back in the
ing on stronger beginnings and Coach
second halfand even came within one point
Gail Falkenberg feels they have imWe just got
with under one minute left. UCF pushed
proved in that area.
tired."
out to a 72-67 lead with 0.4 ticks left on the
''We've decided to play more controlled
- Kala Loomis
in the beginning," Falkenb,erg said.
clock. A UT-Pan American player put the
LADY KNIGHTS GUARD
The team feels that while they played
ball in the air just as the buzzer sounded
and sank a three-pointer but it wasn't
strong in the beginning, they lost someenough, and the Lady Knights brought
thing down the stretch.
home a conference win.
"The competition we are playing is good," Batz said.
Kai~ Loomis helped out on the scoring with 12 points ''We lost in the last seven minutes."
''We should have beaten them," said Brinda Green.
ofher own. Debby Batz led the team defensively, making
''We're
satisfied with the win [over UT-Pan American],
seven ofher nine rebounds on defense.
The Lady Knights shot well from the free throw we were high for this game. We couldn't flow in the
line, 83 percent for the game. Rhodes was eight of second."
''Wetalkedaboutbeingincontrol," Loomis said. ''We
eight from the line and Loomis sank six of six.
were
in it until the end. We just got tired."
UCFretumed home to try and rack up another~
STAFF REPORTER
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Sophomore center Debby Batz goes up and
over an opponent. (John Rivera/FUTURE)
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CENTRAL
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by Jason Lesko
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
linging to a one-run lead, the Knight's pulled off
another close victory that went down to the last pitch,
keeping the fan's hearts in their throat and the
Rolaids by head coach Jay Bergman's side.
This story line could grow to become popular
this season when describing UCFs victories.
Exciting baseball is inevitable this season with
many close games due to the team's strong pitching
staff, solid defense and the one base-at-a-time offensive
style, which is a new philosophy for the Knight's.
'The games are going to be down to the wire,
keeping the fan's at the.edge of their seats throughout
the game," Bergman said.
UCF sports the best.pitching staff in the Sun Belt
Conference,and one of the best defensive teams, and
that chemistry should translate into an eighth
straight40-win.season and a Sun Belt Conference
Championship.
.
UCF, which went 41-21 last year finishing
second in the Sun Belt Conference behind Southwestern Louisiana, is sharing the top spot with
South Alabama in the pre season polls this
year.
The Sun Belt Conference was· realigned
before the season with UCF, South Alabama,
Arkansas-Little Rock and Jacksonville University playing in the Eastern division. The
Western division includes Louisiana Tech,
University of New Orleans, Texas PanAmerican, Arkansas State, Lamar and the
University of Southwestern Louisiana.
The winner of the Eastern division will
play host to the Western Division winner
for the conference championship.
UCF and $outh Alabama, the two
best teams in the conference, are
scheduled to play six times this year, ,
playing a three-game series at UCF in._:::
late March and another in mid-April at ·
South Alabama.
Along with a tough conference
schedule, the Knights also have to:
contend with rival University of South .
Florida, Ohio State, University of'.
Southern California in the Olive Garden .
Classic Feb. 7-9, Vanderbilt, Massachusetts,
Cornell and Louisiana State University, along with an
exhibition game against the Kansas City Royal's on
March 5.
"I can't wait to get started this year, I am sick of
playing against the same people in practice everyday.
I want to see new faces, and I want to play for something,"
right fielder Chad Mottola said.
The whole team is pumped for the season, its
obvious in the way they practice, in the way- they talk
and with the confidence that shows in their faces when
on the field.
"We will know exactly how good we are after the
OliveGardenToumament,butatthispointlhavegood
vibes about this team. I know that each time they take
the field they are going to play hard, and that's all I ask,"
Bergman said. "As long as we eliminate base running·
and defensive mistakes, we will be all right. Ifwe don't,
well we are going to run into problems because those
==

'
,.,

.IJ

are where games are won or lost," Bergman said
Much time was spent working on the defense
during the pre season practice, with the hopes of
eliminating errors, which have haunted UCF in the
past.
Offensively the team lost a lot of its power
production, so the team is going to have to adopt a
scratch and claw philosophy that is playing for one run
at a time instead of waiting for the big inning.
''We can no longer just sit aroilnd continued on BP4
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by Jason Lesko
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

When a group of 37 hard working young men decide
that their motivation for the season is the motto "Ajob to do
in '92," you know good things are going to happen.
This season there is a feeling among the team that they
need to avenge the morbid defeat given to them at the
hands of Southwestern L-Ouisiana in a game that was
decided on the last pitch with bases loaded.
'That loss left a bad taste in my mouth," senior catcher
Glen Richardi said.
Because of the lack of pitching depth, which became
painfully evident during post season play, the coaches
decided to concentrate their recruiting efforts mostly on
building the pitching staff, which now has become the
strongest part of the team.
The team's top signing was Mike Halperin, who went
22-0 during his senior season at Naples Barron Collier.
Also signing were -Eric Hagstrom, Jules Van Landuyt,
Sean Ordway, Burgess MacNamara, Ryan Moore and
John Morrissey.
Leading the staff this season is junior Jimmy Still, who
went 10-2 last season with a 3.01 earned run average.
"Still, who is our only starter from last year, is the
pointed leader because he has done it before," pitching
coach Mike Maack said.
Rounding out the starting rotation is sophomore Jason
Schlutt,junior Van Landuyt,freshmanMikeHalperinand
senior Anthony Laszaic.
Coming out ofthe bull pen the Knights have junior John
Morrissey,freshmanEricHagstrom, seniorToiyJacobson,
junior Sean Ordway, andjunior Ryan Moore. Senior Brian
Huie is the main closer recording four wins and a 2.87

Ty Lynch (3) is congratulated after hitting
a 397 foot homerun. (Michael DeHoogFUTURE)
earned run average.
The pitching staff is considerably deeper
than last year's, which only threw five pitchers, whereas now their is an abundance of
pitching.
'This is the best pitching staff that I have
been associated with in my 12 years of coaching," assistant coach Terry Williams said.
Both the defense and the offense are extremely strong and hard working.

{
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OUTLOOK continued page 4

Management Positions Available

The.Central Florida Future is currently accepting applications
and resumes fr?,m students for the positions of Editor in Chief
and Blisiness Manager. All applicants must be enrolled from
summer 1992 to spring 1993 and maintain a GPA of 2.5.
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Duties: OVerall responsibility for the publication and manage-

and policies, and appoints and managing editor and supervises:,:{!::::l·:!:!t,:':.::.::::::::·:::::=:;:t:r::::::ii:ii ··: : : \: l:i:!: ;·: \: : : +:t:"' ?r::.':': :.: ·
staff of student writers and editors. oversees the paper's business manager and business department and serves as a
memb~r of the paper's board. Journalism and managerpent
ba~kground is strongly recommended.
BUSINESS MANAGER
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Todd Tocco, Fr.
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by Jason Lesko

RF

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Chad Mottola, Jr.
Jon Ball, Fr.
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Athletesarepampered, They're
not here to get an education. They
get whatever they want. Things
come easy for them.
These are normally statements
from students that aren't aware
of the rigorous schedule that the
baseball players here at UCF
are faced with.
Academics is taken seriously
on this team; 11 of the 30 players carried over 3.0 grade point
averages last semester.
'The students here think we
are pampered, and that just isn't
true. They have no idea what we
go through," senior catcher Glen
Richardi who carries a 3.3 GPA,
Senior catcher Glen Richardi takes a slap said.
at the COW hide. (Michael DeHoog/FUTURE)
All year the players are in- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , volved with baseball, but their
regime changes with the season.
The toughest of the seasons
for the players is the fall. During fall they are in the locker
room at5;30 a.m. getting ready
for their mile run over to the
UCF basketball arena, where
they run the steps in front for
a half hour .
"That was rough because it
was hot and humid during the
mornings in September and we
didn't get water," outfielder Jon
Ball said.
Once they're done with the
stairs, the players ran back to
the baseball field for various
sprinting drills. They nornially
run either long distance sprints
at three quarter speed, or short
30 yard gasser.
Once the workouts are over,
the players take showers and
The
AT&T Calling Card will never go to w~1ste. You can use it to make a call from
83b ODO b18U 11!1
most head to class.
After classes the players have
to rush and eat before the afternoon practices, which begin at 2
p.m. and end at 5 p.m.
almost anywhere to anywhere. Once you have one, you'll never need to apply for another. And it's the least
"I had barely enough time to
eat, I was always eating on the
run to make it to class on time,"
senior first baseman Kiki
Antonini said.
The afternoon practice is deexpensi\'e way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. D And now, you could also get 10%
voted strictly to .fundamentals,
which are boring to work on but
very important.
''You can't win baseball
games without the basiGs down,"
back on all the long distance calls you make with your card~ D Of course, when you use your Calling
head coach Jay Bergman said.
The fall practice ends in November, giving the team two
months off, but during this
time they're supposed to work
out on their own.
Card you'll always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T
So, as you see,
"Its hard to workout on your
own because its almost impossible to push yourself as hard as
the coaches do," Ball said.
The regular season practhere'.<; only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card** in today~ college environment. lndispensa~le.
tices begin the first week of the
spring semester where they are
preparing for the rough 58game schedule.
The practices begin at 2:30
p.m. and normally go on until
Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 9728.
6 p.m. In that time span the
•Must make at least $30 worth of AT&T Long Distance calls with your AT&T Card per quarter Calls covered by special AT&T pricing
plans are not included
players
work on baserunning,
•'In addition campus residents may place direct ·d1aled calls using university and AT&T ACUS • Service.

The most reusable piece ofplastic on campus.
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OUTLOOK
FROM PAGE BP2
''Catching is one of the position
on this team that I feel most comfortable with," Bergman said Glen
Richardi, who hit .373, is a tremendous offensive threat who can run
well, especially for a catcher, and
has risen as the leader ofthe infield.
Seniors Kiki Antonini and Ty
Lynch are both expected to contribute offensively. Antonini hit .335
last year and drove in 36 runs.
Lynch hit.34 7 and added 11 triples

SEAMS
FROM PAGE BP3
fielding, hitting and then they
play a short intrasquad game
to end practice.
To an outsider the practices are
as boring to watch as a senior
citizen shuffleboard tournament,
but to the players they are very
stressful. Practice is the place
where they show their coaches
what they can do and how hard
they are going to work for them.
The players are also expected
to attend study hall, which lasts
from 8 p.m. until 10 p.m.

INTRO
FROM PAGE BP1
andwaitforabiginning. Weare
going to need to play for one run
an inning. I anticipate us
bunting and sacrificing, running
a lot, calling hit and runs, trying
double steals, mixed in with the
occasional long ball," pitching
coach Mike Maack said.

last year.
JuniorshortstopGreggCastaldo
and sophomore second baseman
EricGoldenbothanchorthemiddle
of the infield.
Castaldo, a transfer last year
from University ofFlorida, hit .2'28
last year in 101 at bats.
Eric Golden gets the second base
job this year despite hitting only
.211 lastyear.
"Eric steppe~ in the last
third of the season last year. He
play's very hard, he's like a little
bulldog," Bergman said.

The outfield is solid, led by
junior Chad Mottola who hit
.343withninehomerunsand54
RBis. Mottola, like Still, will be
drafted high this June provided
no unforeseen injuries.
The other two outfield positions are filled by freshman
center.fielders Tony Morrilla and
Todd Tocco.
Centerfielder Morrilla has
played for
the junior
olympics,and was an All American his sophmore, and junior
season's of high school

"After practice I have just
enough time to get something to
eat and then I have to go back to
campus to go to study hall, and
once study hall is over I go back
home and sleep," freshman
pitcher Mike Halperin said.
Once the games start the
players minds, and time is basically focused on baseball.
The games start in early
February and provided how far
they go last until the far
reaches of May.
'What's rough is that when we
travel we go by chartered bus and
all the trips are over two hours,

some last up to 20 hours. The last
two weekends oflast year we had
to travel to Texas and Arkansas,
which made it hard to study for
finals," Antonini said.
the season
is completed,
theOnce
players
normally
take a
couple weeks off to rest up for
the summer leagues that most
of them join to work on various
aspects of their game.
Baseball and academics are
two things that need to be practiced often to remain sharp, and
the UCF baseball team has figured out a way to combine both
successfully.

One thing that is still lacking from the team is the crowd
support, which gives the players a large boost.
"I would like to see more
students in the stands because
the winning edge is in the
crowd," Bergman said.
"A heckling crowd is what we
need out here to get under the
helmets ofthe opposing teams. I

would like to see fraternities out
at the games," Maack said.
With the prospects of such a
great year ahead, more fans will
come out to the field and that
will get the players pumped up
more, wanting to play well for
the home crowd. That's when
the team will really go on a roll.
Admission is free to students
and $5 to any non-students.
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preparing
for the CLAST!
Buy •••

Getting
Ready
for the
CLAST ~\~~" Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics

The authors, Florida community
college English, reading, and
math i11Structors for more than
20 years each, contributed to the
development of the CLAST test
and wrote the first generallyavailable CLAST prep book.

University of Central Florida
1992 Baseball Schooule - through March 12th.
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Date

Opponent
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Feb7

I

Feb 15
Feb 1
Feb22
Feb23
Feb25
Feb27
Feb2
Mar3
Mar5
Mar6
Mar7
Mar8
Mar9
Mar 12

\

1

1
I
1
7
3
7
3
1
7
7
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Wednesday Noon, Room 214 Student Center
Father Ashmun Brown,
D. Min., Chaplain

(

All Welcome
( 407) 823-2482

'

SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL

TAX REFUNDS IN 5 DAYS OR LESS!!
NO MONEY DOWN - ONLY$ 75.00
. CHECKS CASHED FREEll** ,
.
* Tax Prep ~vailable
* Western Unio" Service
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~ Pac~ipg & ~hippjr.tg (Pic~up ~ Deli~e~ Available)
~

.

'

'

* R~su~es, Word Proc~ing,, ~otary, Fax & Copie~
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You'll discover where you need
help and you'll get the help you
need. This concise text includes
instmction and sample tests
created using the latest state
CLAST specifications. It's only
$8.95.Askforitatyour
bookstore today.

H&H Publlshlng
Company, Inc.
Your Florida
CLAST Connection.

University & Goldenrod - Next to Goodings

679-1300
()

Now open 24 hours

( '

We know that there are times when you'll find
yourself working around the clock to get an
important project completed on time. And that's
why we're open 24 hours a day ... every day. So no --~·=·=·=·=·,..
matter when you need a helping hand and a
friendly face, you'll find them at Kinko's.

Come into the Kinko' s listed between midnight and ?am and get
great copies at a great price. Just 3¢ for self-serve, single-sided,
81/l x 11" black & white copies on 20# white bond. One coupon
per customer through 3/31/92. Not valid with other offers.

Open 24 hours
658-9518

(

